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ABSTRACT   

Association of audio events with video events presents a challenge to a typical camera-microphone approach in order to 
capture AV signals from a large distance. Setting up a long range microphone array and performing geo-calibration of 
both audio and video sensors is difficult. In this work, in addition to a geo-calibrated electro-optical camera, we propose 
to use a novel optical sensor - a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) for real-time audio sensing, which allows us to 
capture acoustic signals from a large distance, and to use the same geo-calibration for both the camera and the audio (via 
LDV). We have promising preliminary results on association of the audio recording of speech with the video of the 
human speaker.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Event detection using both audio and video is receiving growing interests in surveillance applications. In general, most 
human activity detection systems depend mainly on visual information1,2,3, whereas the audio modality is used as 
complementary information to discover and explain interesting or abnormal patterns in a scene4,5,6. In some scenarios, 
however, audio conveys more significant information than video, for example, a human talking behind an object, or two 
people with similar appearance facing back against the camera. In the past, microphones or microphone arrays have been 
employed in audio-visual surveillance, but they have the limitation of very short ranges. Furthermore, these types of 
sensors need to be fixed at pre-determined locations. If the targets move out of their sensing ranges, they will not be able 
to obtain any signals. A parabolic microphone can capture voice signals at a fairly large distance; however, when it 
points to the direction of the target, all the signals on the way are captured. A Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV), on the 
other hand, is a long-range, non-contact acoustic measurement device to detect the speed of the target’s vibration based 
on Doppler frequency shift. Within about two hundred meters with sensitivity on the order of 1um/s7, the LDV can be 
used to obtain the acoustic signals of a target (a human or other target) in a large distance caused by the sound of the 
target next to a reflecting surface on which the laser points to.  

In the last few years, we have studied the long range voice detection using an LDV with the aid of a Pan-Tilt-Zoom 
(PTZ) camera8,9. The signal quality acquired from the LDV is mainly determined by the reflection and the vibration 
properties of the selected background surface nearby the target. The reflection problem can be dealt with using a retro-
reflective tape on the selected surface or selecting a good reflecting surface using the image processing. Usually smooth 
and brighter segmented regions in the image can be selected as possible candidates, the one with sufficient strong signal 
returns when pointing the laser to the surface is selected. This part of work has been presented in our earlier paper10. The 
vibration properties on various surfaces are the main issue we will discuss in this paper. Because we may need to track a 
moving object, the nearby surfaces, which are selected to point the laser beam to, need to be changed as the target 
moves. The main contribution of this work is to build robust acoustic background models of various reflecting surfaces 
as one type of prior knowledge in order to detect acoustic events. The other prior knowledge is the calibration between 
the 1D laser point of the LDV and 2D images of the PTZ camera in order to find the target in a 3D position so that we 
can easily and quickly find the surfaces nearby the target and detect the audio event clearly. The PTZ camera serves to 
detect the human target and find laser pointing surfaces. The signals from the audio and video are obtained 
synchronously, and event detection is performed separately on each sensor modality. Then integration is made on the 
decision level by combining both audio and video information.   



 
 

 

 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The system framework and configuration are presented in section 2. In section 
2, the calibration between the PTZ camera and the LDV is also discussed. In section 3, the audio background modeling 
for outlier detection is described. In section 4, the event detection method using both audio and video information is 
presented. In section 5, the experimental results for the audio modeling and detection, video detection and their 
integration are demonstrated. Conclusions are provided in section 6.    

2. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK AND CONFIGURATION 

2.1 System framework 
The framework for long range audio-video event detection is shown in Fig. 1. The audio and video signals are obtained 
synchronously from the LDV and the PTZ, respectively. The initial background scene and possible surface candidates 
are analyzed via video processing. Audio background models are constructed based on the initial knowledge of the 
acoustic scene and are not updated until the scene is changed. The modeling technique will be explained in section 3. 
The detection in the video modality consists of two parts: surface detection and object detection. The surface detection 
module is used to assist the pointing of the laser beam of the LDV to a proper reflecting surface in order to acquire 
acoustic signals. The object detection module is used to make a decision of target presence from its visual information. 
The integration between the audio and video information is made at the decision level.  

 

Figure 1. System framework (left) and configuration (right) for long range audio-video event detection using the LDV 

2.2 System configuration 
In order to detect audio signals at a large distance, an LDV is employed as the main component in the system. The LDV 
works according to the principle of laser interferometry. It uses a HeNe red laser with the wavelength of 633.8 nm and 1 
mm/s velocity range for the voice vibration. Whenever the object has moved by half the wavelength, which is 0.3169 μm 
(or 12.46 micro inches), the intensity has gone through a complete dark-bright-dark light cycle. A detector converts this 
signal to a voltage fluctuation. The Doppler frequency fD of this sinusoidal cycle is proportional to the velocity v of the 
object according to 2 / . In our previous work8,9, we have found that the vibration of most objects in man-made 
environments caused by voice waves can be readily detected by the LDV at distances of up to 200 meters.  

The PTZ camera with 26x optical zoom is able to detect humans or other objects at a great distance. It is mounted on the 
top of the LDV to assist the laser pointing to surfaces in the background scene to pick up acoustic signals of the targets. 
Signals are acquired synchronously from the LDV and the PTZ. In order to automatically and quickly turning the laser 
point at various locations, a mirror mounted on a pan-tilt-unit (PTU) is used to reflect the laser beam to the selected 
surface. It also provides the pan and tilt angles that enable a laser point observed in the image. Therefore, each laser 
point is associated with a 4D vector, the x-, y- pixel locations in the PTZ image and the pan- and tilt- angles of the PTU 
which will be used to obtain the 3D location of the laser point on the selected surface via triangulation, and the 3D 
information will be used to focus the laser in real-time.      

2.3 Calibration 
In a multimodal sensor fusion system, we may need to perform geometric calibration among various sensor modalities. 
In our case, it is the calibration of a 2D camera and a 1D laser sensor (Fig 1). The calibration of laser range finders and 
cameras can be found in literature11,12 and most of them use markers of features like edges and corners that are 
visible/measurable from both sensors. In our system, we use a controllable mirror instead of a scanning laser, which 
makes the calibration a little more complicated. The intrinsic parameters of the PTZ camera are calibrated using the 
method in13. In order to obtain the extrinsic parameters, the relation between the LDV coordinate system SL and the 
camera coordinate system SC is first defined as: 

         (1) 



 
 

 

 

where PL and PC are the 3D point represented in SL and SC, respectively. The RC and TC are the rotation matrix and 
translation vector between SL and SC. Next, the relation between the LDV coordinate system SL and the mirrored LDV 
coordinate system SML is defined as: 

         (2) 

where PL and PML are the 3D point represented in the SL and the SML, respectively. The RU and TU are the rotation matrix 
and translation vector between SL and the PTU coordinate system. The RLR is the rotation matrix that converts a right 
hand coordinate system to a left hand coordinate system. Then the extrinsic parameters are estimated by combining Eq. 
(1) and Eq. (2), as 

       (3) 

The image data and laser data are obtained in different positions of a checkerboard. Because the variables PML - TU and 
TU -TC are not independent, the distance between the fore lens of the LDV and the laser point on the mirror is estimated 
initially, and will be refined later. Giving n 3D points, 3n linear equations that include n+14 unknowns are constructed. 
Therefore, at least 7 points are needed. After the calibration of the multimodal sensing system, the camera and LDV can 
be precisely coordinate to find the appropriate surfaces and to focus the laser beam, based on the distance measurements 
and 3D geometry. 

3. AUDIO BACKGROUND MODELING 

The main difficulty in audio event detection is linked to the environmental noise that is often non-stationary and may be 
loud comparing to the audio events to be detected. As we have discussed, the LDV is capable of detecting the acoustic 
signals from different kinds of vibration surfaces, including window frames, concrete walls, building pillars, telephone 
poles, traffic posts, etc.; however, a reliable background modeling technique should be employed in order to separate the 
outliers from the background “sound” that includes both the real background sound and the signals created by the 
electronic-optical effects of the LDV. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)  is commonly used to model the feature 
distribution of signals using a weighted summation of a Gaussian distribution N. In this paper, the audio feature vector is 
generated using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) which are the perceptually representation of the frequency 
band response of the human auditory system. The likelihood of a feature vector x is defined as 
Φ x ∑ , , Σ , where μk and k are mean and covariance matrix of kth Gaussian among K Gaussians, and 
αk is a normalizing factor in range between 0 and 1. Due to the variations of the vibration properties from surface to 
surface, the GMM on each selected surface are constructed differently. They may have different numbers of components 
K.  For example, in Fig. 2 & Fig. 3, the audio samples obtained in type A surface may contains 1 Gaussian, where the 
audio samples in type B surface may contain 2 Gaussians. However, the values of MFCCs in type A may be very close 
to the values of MFCCs in one of type B’s components. In Fig. 3, the MFCC shape (in red) of type A component is very 
similar to the top shape (in green) of type B component. So, if we accidently use the similar background model for type 
B surface to detect the audio event acquired using type A surface, we may produce unreliable results. Therefore we need 
to select the right model for the right surface, and evaluate the correctness. The evaluation part is shown in the 
experiment section. Also note that the GMM can model the feature distribution, however, it cannot present temporal 
dependencies of each component. In order to model the internal dynamic between the components distribution in 
temporal domain, we use a score-based aggregation technique for the GMM with more than one component.          

 

Figure 2. Background audio samples obtained from the surface type A (left) and surface type B (right) 

 
Figure 3. MFCC values of type A (left) which contains one component, of type B (right) which contains two components. 



 
 

 

 

The intuitive use of the aggregation is to keep high true positive rate (TPR) of an audio sample using the right 
background model but decrease the TRP of an audio sample using a wrong background model. The technique works as 
follows. A sequence of overlapped windows is selected with each has size W and contains m consecutive features f1f2…fm 
in time series. Each feature fj yields a score sj that can be either the foreground or one of the background components. 
The normalized histogram HW(i) of all scores in the current window is constructed. A reference histogram Hp is created 
initially that presents the priors of the right background model’s components. If the distance between Hp and HW(i) is not 
satisfied for a threshold, then convert all scores s1s2…sm to the foreground since they are not using the right background 
model; otherwise keep all scores and evaluate on the next window HW(i+1).  The temporal pattern also needs to be 
updated once a new set of background data is acquired.  

4. EVENT DETECTION USING BOTH AUDIO AND VIDEO 

With the background models of various surfaces, we are able to better separate the foreground as “outlier” from the 
background to detect acoustic “events” if the correct background models are used. The use of video detection can verify 
the detection in the audio, whenever the target can be seen. In some other times, the target may be hidden behind objects 
such as walls, doors; in these cases the LDV audio is the only source of information. Furthermore, visual sensor is used 
to select reflecting surface regions to point the laser beam in order to obtain the audio signals of a nearby target (human 
or other subject). In object detection, moving objects (usually humans) are segmented from the scene background by 
using an adaptive background subtraction algorithm14. A reference background model with the first several frames 
without moving targets is initialized. In each scene, several reflection surface regions and their pointing locations for the 
LDV are trained using the initial background model. The 3D positions of these locations are known from our calibrated 
system. Only one of the surface locations next to the detected target is selected each time to point the LDV laser for 
collecting the audio signals. If the target moves far away from the location, another surface location close to the target is 
selected from the background image model (Fig. 4). The need of reselecting a surface location can be easily determined 
if no foreground audio event is detected but there is still a moving object detected in the video.  

        

Figure 4. The image on the left shows a reflecting surface (in red) next to the selected target (in blue) that is selected. The right image 
shows another surface (in red) is selected when the target (in blue) moves away from the previous selected surface.   

The LDV can obtain audio signals at a large distance and not be affected by other sounds along the path. However, it is 
sensitive to the roughness and reflectance of the reflecting surfaces. Our approach is to use the background models of the 
surface on which the LDV measures the audio signals. Once GMM background models are constructed for all surface 
candidates, the foreground events can be discriminated from the background when using the right models. Then GMM-
Bayesian Classifier (GMM-BC) is used to assign an unknown feature x to a class label argmax | ,
1,2, … , where M is the number of classes, and p(x|c) is the likelihood function of x. In this paper, we only have two 
classes for an input feature: background (no-event) or foreground (audio event). 

The integration of the object detection using both the audio and video information is made at the decision level. There 
are four possible cases: 1) if a human target can be detected from both the audio and video, then the confidence of 
detection is enhanced; 2) if the target can only be detected using the audio information but cannot be observed from the 
video, then the decision is made based on the audio; 3) if the target is not detected in the audio, but there is an detection 
in the video, then the decision is made based on the video; 4) if neither audio nor video detects the target, no event is 
detected.  In order to perform further data association between audio and video detection results, higher level 
understanding of the detected objects are needed, such as visual identification and voice identification of humans. This is 
our ongoing work. 



 
 

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTS 

5.1 Indoor audio background modeling and audio event detection  
The first dataset was generated using an audio source of 40-second of President Obama’s speech. The audio clip is 
annotated into the background parts and foreground parts for providing the ground truth data for evaluation. The source 
was continuously played and returning signals were detected by the LDV at 5 pairs of different surfaces (Fig. 5), each 
with and without retro-reflective tape treatment. The corresponding 10 background surface models were constructed 
using the segments within the audio clips that do not include foreground sounds using the previous discussed technique. 
The features were generated using the first 12 MFCC, with 40% overlap of each 0.01s window. All the collected clips 
were normalized and aligned at the same starting point so that the comparisons of different testing clips using various 
background models were possible. The true positive rates (TPRs) in Table 1 indicate the correction rates of correctly 
separating the foreground and the background of the 10 testing clips using various background models. It can be seen 
that using the right background model for the audio data collected from the corresponding background surface yields the 
highest detection rate. The zero TPR of a background model indicates the entire clip is completely classified as 
foreground (when using a wrong background model). Note that the parameters of the GMM-Bayesian Classifier are 
tuned so that only the background model corresponding to the right background surface can be employed for detecting 
acoustic events (outliers). When an unknown surface that does not have a background model has to be selected for 
acquiring audio signals,  the background model of a similar surface may give many false alarms in audio event detection. 
We can easily solve this problem by relaxing the parameters for the background models. From Table 1, we observe that 
better results are obtained with retro-reflective for most materials, and better results for most metal objects (i.e., metal 
box, painted metal wall). This indicates that we should use retro-reflectance treatment whenever possible, otherwise 
should find the closest metal surfaces in order to do the best possible remote voice detection.  

 

Figure 5. From the left to the right, the different surface materials are: metal box, door, chalkboard, whiteboard and wall. The red 
circle shows the retro-reflective tape 

Table 1. TPR of test clips using updated background GMMs with aggregation 
 bgGMMs \ Clip 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Metal box with tape  0.8575  0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 

2 Metal box without tape  0.0000  0.8041 0.0020 0.0006 0.0000 0.0025 0.0000 0.0116  0.0003  0.0059 

3 Door with tape  0.0008  0.0017 0.8104 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0014 0.0000  0.0057  0.0006 

4 Door without tape  0.0000  0.0003 0.0000 0.7841 0.0000 0.5300 0.0000 0.0023  0.0000  0.1819 

5 Chalkboard with tape  0.0342  0.0000 0.0232 0.0000 0.6905 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 
6 Chalkboard without tape  0.0000  0.0003 0.0000 0.5047 0.0000 0.6674 0.0000 0.0003  0.0000  0.3775 

7 Whiteboard with tape  0.0000  0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.8920 0.0000  0.2227  0.0000 

8 Whiteboard without tape  0.0000  0.0113 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0011 0.0000 0.8206  0.0000  0.0003 
9 Wall with tape  0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1467 0.0000  0.6993  0.0000 

10 Wall without tape  0.0000  0.0028 0.0000 0.0749 0.0000 0.3372 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000  0.5302 

 
5.2 Long range audio-visual event detection 
The second experiment is performed at a 420-feet corridor for the long range audio-visual event detection. We collected 
the data at 120 feet, 300 feet, 420 feet with various surfaces selected for LDV measurements, including a utility box, a 
glass bottle, side walls, doors, a metal box, and etc. A person was reading an article along the corridor. Various cases 
were designed, including 1). Speaking before wall or door; 2) Walking into the scene while speaking; 3) Standing still 
while speaking; 4) Standing still while stopping talking; 5) Walking out of scene. In Fig. 6, experimental results for the 
420-feet measurements are demonstrated. The red box shows a person speaking behind the wall therefore cannot be 
detected by visual scene analysis but through audio signal detection. The blue box shows the people detection in the 
camera view. The shaded portions of the audio stream show the foreground audio event (i.e., a person speaking). We are 
able to thus track a person as they walk through a part of a building even when we lose sight of them, and recapture them 
when they become visible or audible again.  



 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Audio-video integration in a 420-feet corridor 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented a novel long range audio-visual event detection approach using an LDV and a PTZ camera. The system 
framework and the calibration between multiple sensor modalities were described. The audio background modeling is 
based on GMMs. The models capture the vibration properties of various reflecting surfaces measured by the LDV, and 
are important to obtain robust foreground audio event. The evaluation on different surfaces was presented. The 
processing of the audio and video detection and their integration was described with long-range experiments.   In the 
future, we will further develop techniques to performance target identification by exploring higher level features of both 
audio and video data. 
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